The magnitude of the attrition in the ETS data base makes one wond why it was not anticipated either by the agency, the contractor, or th reviewers at the Office of Management and Budget (0MB) who were respor sible for approving government data-gathering activities. We would note, in this regard, that in 1977 OMB announced an explicit Standard for response rates, which (temporarily) replaced its non-numerical Standard of adequacy (Office of Management and Budget, 1977):
It is expected that data collections for statistical purposes will have a response rate of 75 percent. Proposed data collections having an expected response rate of less than 75 percent require a special justification.  Statistical data collection activities having a response rate below 50 percent should be terminated. Proposed statistical data collections having an expected response rate of less than 50 percent will be disapproved.
Clearly, under such a Standard, this data collection would not have been approved (or re-approved) if the attrition rates for its follow-i: measurements had been accurately anticipated.
To illustrate the cumulative impact of the incompleteness of coverage discussed previously and the sample attrition that occurred over time in the SAS data base, Figure A.2 graphs an estimate of the size of the target sample of participants for the SAS data collection (using the 43 percent coverage rate computed for sites reporting process data) together with the sample sizes obtained for both participants and controls over the course of the data gathering. The effects of undercoverage and sample attrition are quite dramatic.
Because this sample attrition was so great we undertook some exploratory analyses to assess its effect on the composition of the Si samples over time. Table A.5 presents tabulations of a variety of economic and social characteristics for respondents who provided interview data at entry and at 3 and 8 months postprogram. A few modest trends are evident from Table A.5.  The proportion of high school dropouts declines from 25 to 20 percent, while the proportion c persons receiving public assistance shows a modest rise (42 to 47 percent for participants and 38 to 42 percent for controls) . While there are notable changes and a very large number of "significant" differences (given the large sample sizes) between those who continuec to provide data and those who were lost to attrition, it was surprisii how modest the changes were. When a parallel analysis was performed c the Job Knowledge and Attitüde measurements (see Table A.6) , the results were equally unprovocative.
Reliability and Validity of Instruments
Job knowledge and attitude measures figure prominently in many of the evaluation studies conducted under YEDPA.  The rationale behind tl use of such Instruments is that they measure traits that (1) the programs change and that (2) are important in helping youths find

